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Sweet dreams are made for Spring 
By HILLARY HUNTER 
Staff Writer 
retail stores for their merchandise and other services. 
The annual fashion show is just around the comer. Families 
Weekend highlights this event for not only parents but students 
as well. The theme is Dreams and the event will be held on 
March 271h at 12:30 p.m. It will include a luncheon and a for-
mal runway show. 
Thirty-five students majoring in fashion design plan, pre-
pare, and present the entire production. "Executing such an 
event has really given students the opportunity to produce work 
in a business type setting," fashion design student Tara Kubeck 
said. Music, merchandising, publicity and modeling are just a 
few of the roles students play in the production. Preparation for 
the event relies strongly on the entire group. ''Teamwork is the 
current trend in business for successful projects," Program Co-
ordinator Donna Sullivan said. 
Each year the fashion show is different because new ideas 
are presented by a wide range of students. The event will be 
held primarily for the educational experience it brings to stu-
dents. Whether students go into fashion or business fields, their 
knowledge will be beneficial. 
The event attracts not only students and their families, but 
friends of the community and administration as well. ''This year 
expect to see 250 people from all over the world," Sullivan said. 
Students who would like to attend the show as well as have 
a catered lunch can buy tickets for $20. Students wishing only 
to view the show may attend free of charge. The tickets can be 
purchased from Peg Martorella in the Schmidt building. 
Volunteer students get the opportunity to use skills that they 
have learned in business and fashion courses by approaching 





Lynn's student run newspaper, 
The Pulse, has been selected among 
the top three private campus publi-
cations in the state of Florida. The 
honor has been given by Florida 
Leader Magazine. 
"With our growing staff and new 
adviser our paper is looking more 
professional with each issue. We are 
truly learning the ins and outs of jour-
nalism," News Editor Carissa Boehm 
said. 
The staff currently consists of 
seven editors and 26 staff members. 
They are always looking for new 
writers and anyone interested in 
learning about print journalism. 
"We have really tried to make im-
provements from the past years and 
it's nice knowing that t,his is being 
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The Pulse staff get together for their weekly meeting to discuss and plan the next issue. Editor in Chief 
Natalie Smith records all possible ideas for new stories. 
MULTICULTURAL WEEK 
Activities promote global awareness 
By GILES KILCOYNE 
Staff Writer 
What began as recognition of in-
ternational students and their cultures 
has evolved into a week of events and 
programs. Entering its fourth year of 
celebration, Multicultural Week rec-
ognized the varied cultures and eth-
nic heritage of students. It was held 
the week of March 8. 
Beginning on Monday, students 
from Botswana performed native 
dances which were indicative of the 
people and their culture from this area 
of South Africa. 
Tuesday, the preliminary rounds 
of the ever-popular Brain Drain were 
held. This is a trivia quiz where stu-
dents and professors pit their wits 
against one another. 
Bolivia Magica, a group of danc-
ers who utilize the rhythms, sounds 
and movements reflective of the 
Andean region of South America, 
entertained on Wednesday. 
The Brain Drain fmale led to a 
student team winiring the competi-
tion. Thursday's activities concluded 
with a performance by a Celtic Bag-
pipe group. 
The week's events culminate 
with International Day which was 
held Friday. Students celebrated their 
cultures by sharing artifacts, music 
and food with the campus commu-
nity. The winners are judged on the 
following categories: most spirited 
and most creative.Winners for the 
week have not yet been announced. 
"I have found my experiences 
gained at Lynn most beneficial in the 
job place as I was able to communi-
cate effectively with foreign nation-
als," said Brett Ormandy, a post 
graduate student. ''I would not have 
been in this fortunate position had I 
not attended such a cosmopolitan and 
ethnically diverse school." 
Earn C grade 
to receive 
English credit 
By CARISSA BOEHM 
News Editor 
Starting in the fall semester all en-
tering freshmen will follow a new En-
glish requirement; every student in 
English Composition 101 and 102 
must have a C or better to fulftll their 
core requirements for these courses. 
If students earn a grade below a C, 
they must retake the class. 
This policy will not affect any cur-
rent students who entered under the 
old catalogue because it was not in 
place. At the same time, the policy . 
would have affected less than 5 per-
cent of ENG 101 students and under 
10 percent of ENG 102 students. 
"We feel that it is for the benefit 
of the student to ensure good writing 
skills and to make sure the student 
has passed a level of competency in 
writing," said Dr. Diane Richard-
Allerdyce, English department head. 
In the past, students in the English 
100 class needed a C or higher to ful-
fill the requirement. Students in the 
101 and 1 02level classes needed aD 
or higher. 
Teachers voted for this policy at 
the Academic Council Meeting. It 
took a majority to implement the 
policy starting in the fall semester of 
1999. Florida's major state universi-
ties already have this requirement 
which was another reason the teach-
ers voted for the policy. 
"I think it is very important to 
make sure that students have an above 
basic knowledge of the English lan-
guage," freshman Aquiles Iturbe 
said. 
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Gill, . Laudick to appear 
in national LDAM video 
David Gill, Marsha Glines and Jason Laudick pose after the taping of an educational 
video for The Learning Disabilities Association of Massachusetts. 
_Three amigos in a dorm room 
$1000 discount applies to residents in fall '99 
By NATALIE SMITH 
Editor in Chief 
Three Amigos, Three Wise Men, and even 
Three Blind Mice, but three college students in 
a dorm room? That is what some students will 
be facing next fall. 
The university is expecting an increase in 
on-campus students next year and has made a 
plan to prevent overcrowding. Every room in 
the Lynn dorm will be tripled. Currently, there 
are two residents per room, and they are re-
quired to have 60 or more credits. 
With the new housing process, there will 
be three residents per room and are required to 
have 30 or more credits. "We realize nobody 
wants to be in a triple," Associate Dean of Stu-
dents ~im Hundreiser said. 
Current Lynn Dorm residents wishing tore-
main must choose a third roommate, along with 
other students moving into the build-
ing for the first time. If students do 
not wish to be tripled and are not 
receiving $12,000 or more in schol-
arships, then they have the option 
to room in different residence halls. 
"A lot of people are going to move 
off-campus," Hundreiser said. 
A triple room discount of $1 000 
per resident per year will be pro-
vided. 
A lottery system will be used 
for students to sign up for rooms. 
The order is as follows: 85 or 
more credits sign up frrst, 60 or more credits 
sign up second, 45 or more sign up next, 30 or 
more sign up last. 
" I think it's unfair to juniors and seniors 
who have waited for the privilege to live in Lynn 
By RYAN AUCOIN 
Academics Editor 
Communications majors, senior Jason 
Laudick and junior David Gill, traveled to Bos-
ton to be a part of a video, Support Services 
for Success. 
"It deals with those components needed by 
college students, nontraditional learners in par-
ticular, who have succeeded as leaders on their 
campuses," said School of Education Dean 
Marsha Glines who coordinated the trip. 
Gill and Laudick were invited to participate 
·by Teresa Citro, Executive Director of the 
Learning Disabilities Association of Massachu-
setts (LDMA). 
The interview was filmed and will be dis-
tributed by LDMA as the latest video in its se-
ries of educational tapes used to identify and 
only to now be forced to be in a triple with any 
student who bas endugh credits," said freshman 
Shane Larkin. "I feei the university should have 
an enrollment cut off for incoming students to 
avoid this problem." 
· Homecoming 'stays alive'with 70's theme 
Different activities planned to promote school spirit 
By MELANIE SAMSON 
Staff Writer 
displaying their artistic talent. The 
window paintings were judged on 
creativity, campus spirit and keeping 
with the 70's theme. 
"I was really impressed with ef-
fort put into the paintings," said Dan 
Organizations could be seen pad-
dling across the lake in their man-
made creations in the Anything that 
Floats race held Thursday afternoon. 
Creativity was a must for this com-
petition where some attempted to race 
support the strengths of persons with learning 
disabilities. 
They are both nontraditional learners who 
have emerged as student leaders. Laudick is 
the President of SGA and Gill is the President 
of the Knights of the Roundtable. 
In the video Laudick and Gill offer personal 
experiences as advice to aspiring leaders who 
are nontraditional learners. ''I enjoyed this video 
as it will hopefully guide students along the path 
of success," Laudick said. 
''This was a way of seeing how far I had 
gotten over the years," said Gill. 
This trip was interviews and business mixed 
with a little pleasure. To conclude their trip, the 
two visited the north end of Boston to get a 
glimse of the Italian culture and have dinner. 
Talented students 
win cash prizes 
Talent on campus? The annual talent show 
was held Feb. 9 as part of Black History month. 
Cash prizes were awarded to the winners. 
The $100 first plpce winner was sophomore 
Michele Iemolo. She performed a routine which 
contained a mixture of dance s y s. " I rc 
enjoyed myself up there, and it was well worth 
it," Iemolo said. 
Second place and $50 went to Jason 
Misrahi. He sang and played his guitar. 
Latonya Herbert won third place and $25 
for singing a song dedicated to Black History 
month. The song was performed acappella. 
"After all of the h~d work we put into the 
show, it was a great to see a good turnout of 
student participation," said Karlton Brown, one 
of the show's organizers. 
Homecoming Week, one of 
Lynn's strongest traditions carried a 
70's theme that ignited campus spirit 
the week of February 10-13. With the 
participation of seven student 
organizations, faculty, staff, and 
alumni, Homecoming Week 
proved to be one of the most 
successful to date. 
I think it was 
definitely 
a success. 
The organizations that par-
ticipated in Homecoming in-
cluded Theta Xi, Knights of the 
Roundtable (KOR), Lynn Stu-
Craig Rinker 
Student Activities coordinator 
on anything from plastic cov-
ered newspapers to ice chests 
taped together. WLYN placed. 
first, KOR second and Pi 
Lambda Phi third. 
Keg races were held on the 
Schmidt lawn on Friday. Stu-
dents raced through cones and 
keg barrels and' chugged non-
alcoholic beer. The winner of 
Photo by NATALIE SMITH 
Nathan Murray, Morton Kristenson and Kari Gonska compete in the 
Anything that Floats contest. 
dent Admissions Ambassadors 
(LSAA), Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
WLYN (campus radio station), Pi 
Lambda Phi, and The Pulse Window 
painting kicked off the week on 
Wednesday with six organizations 
Sullivan, chairman of the special 
events committee. "A lot of the 
groups related their designs to their 
organizations." Taking first place was 
a tie between The Pulse and LSAA. 
the race was KOR. 
A highlight of homecoming was 
the 70's dance held at the Sheraton 
dressed for the occasion. 
The top three winners of the week 
were awarded cash prizes for their 
groups. WLYN took first prize, KOR 
took second and Pi Lambda Phi third. 
Hotel on Friday evening. From bell- "I am glad we finally won some-
bottoms to platforms, students arrived thing," said Dave Hull, head of the 
radio station. 
"If success on homecoming can 
be judged on generating school spirit 
and promoting campus involvement, 
then I think it was definitely a suc-
cess," Student Activities coordina-
tor Craig Rinker said. 
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COLLEGIATE NOTES 
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Scholastic journalists tour TV facility 
By ALEX FLIPSE 
Staff Writer 
The new communications wing was 
showcased for an award-winning reporting or-
ganization in February. Lynn University 
wasn't visited by NBC or CNN. Journalists 
who produce Broward Teen News, a student- · 
run television series in the county to the south, 
held their regularly scheduled meeting in the 
communications facility. 
Lynn Assistant Professor Alyce Culpepper 
was the creator of the program nine years ago. 
First LUTV students spoke about their ex-
periences with Lynn's program. Then Irving R. 
Levine welcomed the 50 students. "What an 
accomplishment that Broward Teen News is 
for you," the dean said. "You are all on the 
threshold of wonderful careers." 
BTN Exec1,1tive Producer Julie Rerbst said 
that the showcase was an excellent opportu-
nity, not only for the students, but the program 
as well. "I think Ws phenomenal," she said. 
"The students seem more motivated to do 
something." 
Education Department offers doctoral degree: 
Global Perspective in Educational Leadership 
The Department of Education's Ph.D. in 
Educational Leadership with a 
Global Perspective has drawn at-
tention in its inaugural year. 
phasize multicultural approaches to problem 
solving and underscore the dynam-
ics of the global environment," said 
H 
Dr. Marsha Glines, Dean of the 
School of Education. 
The College of 
Education is located on 
the third floor of the de 
yr-- ----
Funeral Services gets 
first hand experience 
Funeral sel'Yice students traveled to the 
Broward County Medical Examiners labora-
tory for a tour of their new facilities on Jan. 
29. 
Dr. Joshua Perper, the chief ME, gave spe-
cific information about the deaths and trag-
edies that occur nationally. Sherri Bland es-
corted the entire group through the various 
laboratories of interest. Following the tour, 
the students, in groups of five, were allowed 
to view autopsies being performed in the prep 
room. 
Professor Joseph Quinn set up the ar-
rangements for the entire program. 
Majors take final step 
Senior education majors recently took the 
College-Level Academic Skills Test 
(CLAST). The test is a requirement in florida 
for Education graduates. 
"The test covered a lot of material," said 
Tangerine Curry who plans to begin teach-
ing next spring in the Bahamas. "The test cov-
Photo by SHELBIE LYNN ered material we learned as freshman." 
The innovative Ph.D. program 
is the only one offered in Palm 
Beach County. Enrollnlent in the 
program has increased steadily 
since its inception last June. 
''The program will help promote under-
standing and respect for diverse cultures, em-
Hoernle International Center. Sabine Moret tapes during the February Test results are expected back in early 
BTN meeting in the Lynn Library. May. 




By SAMANTHA DORFMAN 
Special to The Pulse 
During students' years in college, 
they are supposed to decide what they 
will do with the rest of their lives. 
.Teachers are there to guide and cre-
ate a path for them to take. 
. Pre~entation Desi~n an.d Tech~ Photo by NATALIE SMITH 
mques lS a c~ass that lS deslgne~ to Jeffery Zbar of SOHO speaks about his job to students in the Presenta-
prepare semors for the working - ti Des' d 11 hoi 1 world. It is taught by Professor Dana on •go 80 ec ques c ass. 
Kahan. 
"I felt that it was a very educa-
tional evening for our class, in terms 
of the real world of work," Kahan 
said. 
Feb. 18, four professionals spoke 
to the class: Ed Kang and Aaron 
Magee, the founders of K2M anima-
tion; Mark Phillips from Oear Chan-
nel Communications; and Jeffrey 
Zbar, co-originator of SOHO, which 
deals with working from home and 
utilizing flex time. 
Kang has had a lifelong fascina-
tion with computer graphics and ani-
mation. Mangee's interest in anima-
tion didn't begin until he saw the 
movie Toy Story. In their guest lec-
ture, they stressed the importance of 
reputation and determination. "Your 
reputation in this industry is very im-
portant," .K.ang said. 
His partner agreed. "Starting a 
business isn't easy, but if you're de-
termined you can do it," Mangee said. 
Mark Phillips was born in New 
York City and graduated from Florida 
State University in 1976. In 1998, he 
became an account manager for Clear 
Channel Communications, one of the 
largest companies that owns radio sta-
tions. He discussed the problems in 
radio advertising. 
"If advertising is going to be ef-
fective, it needs to focus on demo-
graphics," Phillips said. "A benefit of 
radio advertising is that it has a tightly 
targeted audience. You get out of it 
what you put into it." 
Jeffrey Zbar believes that people 
have to think outside of the box to go 
beyond the normal working environ-
ment. "Color outside the line," Zbar 
said. 
He created SOHO because he 
wanted to pass on the knowledge he 
has gained to others. The most im-
portant point he made was that em-
ployees have to be flexible. 
Selene van Beverhoudt thought 
that the speakers were informative. 
"The animation speakers were espe-
cially good because they relate to my 
field," said Beverhoudt, graphic de-
sign major. 
"Personal experiences cannot be 
duplicated in textbooks," said senior 
Ryan Aucoin, communications major. 
Academic Profile evaluates 
progress of core curriculum 
By RYAN AUCOIN 
Academics Editor 
Last November, 353 students F.-
ticipated in the Academic Proftle, a 
' test of general college level academic 
' knowledge and skills. It is used to 
assess the effective-
American College in Georgia. 
Individual ranges were also pro-
vided in the final results. The total 
number of students ~ested represents 
20 percent of the undergraduate popu-
lation. Approximately 25 percent of 
the students tested 
ness of core 
courses. Academic Profile top 5 
exceeded their re-
spected class aver-
ages that were de-






ematics and nafural 
sciences are some 
of the test's focus 
subjects. 
I. Jorge Bermudez, sophOIDQfe 
2. David Greenbaum, sophomore 
3. Annina Youngblood, freshman 
4. Steven Penza, freshman Thirty one up-
perclassmen had 
previously taken 
the test in 1997. 
Comparing results 
from a student's 
first and second 
test will further en-
able Lynn to con-
The university 
5. Andrea Blast. jUDior 
Carl Dicosta, fresbm.an 
Soukie Martin, senior 
uses the test results 
Nuala McNamee, sophomore 
to evaluate how to 
"strengthen the cur-
riculum needed to 
The Department ollastitutional 
Research wishes to tbank all of 
our studellts who participated in 
support students in tbe Academic: Proftle 
developing these 
competencies," said Dr. Marie 
Caputi, Director of Institutional Re-
search. 
One hundred and sixteen fresh-
man, 65 sophomores, 86 juniors and 
56 seniors were tested. An average 
score was estimated between each 
group's results to enable a compari-
son between 25 colleges who have 
taken the same test. The colleges in-
clude, among others, Barry College 
in Florida, Lee College in Tennessee, 
St. Edward's University in Texas and 
ft.rm or correct the 
progress of current teaching proce-
dures. 
Although the students take the 
test, it is the teachers who are being 
tested. 'This is really a test to see 
how effective our core classes are, to 
see if our students are really learn-
ing," Caputi said. "It's not so much 
of an evaluation of the students them-
selves." 
Test participants may find out 
their scores by contacting Dr. Marie 






Min. Smoking Age 18 
Min. Drinking Age 18 
Translating ..• 
English Australian Slang 
VJ combines tennis with music 
By FLORIANA ACOSTA 
Stoff Writer 
Adjusting to life in the United States was 
not something that came easy to native Austra-
lian Brenton Le-Grand. After getting ori a suc-
cessful soap opera back home, he traveled to 
Los Angeles, California in Jan. 1996. 
Le-Grand, an International Communications 
major from Sydney, Australia. The senior stud-
ied at Marymount College in California until 
he received a tennis scholarship from Lynn. 
eight years old. He also enjoys playing guitar, 
watching sports and listening to different types 
of music. His passion for music has brought 
him to be a video jockey for a television show. 
"I'm a VJ for a music television show," he said. 
"We aie coming to the end of our first season 
which includes 13 shows; we are seen in five 
major cities including Los Angeles." 
Food and Drink 
• Meat Pie is a pastry 
with meat and tomato 
sauce. 
• Sausage Roll is very 
similar to a hot dog but 
the bread is totally 
closed leaving the 
sausage inside. 




Le-Grand has played tennis since he was 
In the future, Le-Orand plans to be an actor 
or a musician. He says he hopefully will be liv-
ing in California where more opportunities are 
available to him. Brenton Le-Grand 
• Bucks Fizz is orange 
juice mixed with cham-
pagne. 
• Doner Kebab is pita 
bread with meat and 
lettuce. 
Friend 
Thank You Cheers 








in OAS contest 
By SHELBIE LYNN 
Staff Writer 
The final selection has been 
made. Ten students will be traveling 
to Washington D.C. next month to 
participate in the MOAS (Model Or-
ganization of American States). 
The selection was made by Dr. 
Thomas Becker, the OAS Special 
Studies professor, and Sheila 
Sheppard-Sciarra, coordinator for 
international student services and 
programs. Candidates were chosen 
based on a combination of test 
scores, peer evaluations and partici-
pation thus far. 
"I am excited about going," said 
International Relations major, Roger 
Colon. "Now I can really stay fo-
cused on the issues I'll have to de-
bare." 
There are 34 member-states of 
the OAS and each participating 
school is assigned a member to rep-
resent. This is the first time that Lynn 
has been invited to participate in the 
ModelOAS. 
1be students have been given the 
country of Venezuela for the assem-
bly. "We were honored to be as-
signed to represent Venezuela, ~ 
cause this is our first year attending 
and Venezuela is such a large coon-
Special events, holidays, festivals 
Australia's most celebrated day is Austra-
lia Day, which is on Jan. 26. During this day, 
people celebrate the discovering and settlement 
of Australia traveling by boat to Sydney Har-
bor. Boxing Day is a public holiday which is 
celebrated on Dec. 26. "It's just like another 
day of Christmas," Le-Grand said. 
Queen's Birthday is another public holi-
day. This holiday changes every year and is al-
ways celebrated one Monday during the month 
of July. 
Easter and Christmas occur during the same 
time as in the United States. Thanksgiving is 
not celebrated. Halloween and the exchange of 
candy is not acknowledged because Australians 
think it is not a good message for the children. 
"In Australia we are taught not to take candy 





























try," said Sheppard-Sciarra. "This 
will be quite a challenge for the del-
·egares because of the amount of re-
search involved." 
The delegates will be drafting 
resolutions just as the actual OAS 
does. They will debate against other 
member-state representatives on is-
sues affecting Venezuela. 
Even before the delegates were 
chosen, the-students in the OAS Spe-
cial Studies Class had been research-
ing their respective country. They 
prepared resolutions pertaining to is-
sues on political, economical, social, 
educational and cultural matters. 
The delegates will be traveling to 
Washington D.C. on April4, for the 
five-day assembly. 
creative s ·11s in na · 
By DANIEL ROSENSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
What do you want to be when you 
grow up? Some students graduating 
college let alone the ones just enter-
ing cannot answer that question. 
No matter what the major you 
have in college or job you have 
planned for the future, communica-
tions·will play a role. 
Rado Forgacs, a Business Man-
agement major and a mem-
ber of the tennis team. is from 
Prague, Czechoslovakia. He 
keeps up with news in his 
country by reading papers 
from his country and U.S. 
papers. Last fall Forgacs 
thought that Hurricane 
George was something worth 
writing about for the people 
in his country. He submitted 
an article to the most popular 
newspaper back home, Mlada Fronta 
Dnes. 
The newspaper liked his article, 
and the editors asked him to write ar-
ticles for them in the future. This was 
surprising to him because he does not 
have a communications background. 
Previously, the extent of his writing 
was only· personal letters to family 
and friends. 
In his spare time, he will continue 
to write articles for the newspaper ex-
posing problems and injustices and 
giving solutions. ''People will respect 
you if they see that you do not give 
up," he said. "Keep trying and you 
wili .succeed." 
Communications major Ursula 
de Ia J ara has also written for a pub-
lication back home in Peru. Aduanas 
International, a customs magazine, 
published one of her articles. 
Aduanas International was 
It was interesting to 
bow bow custcas 
work in each Wllllfry. 
Ursula de Ja lara 
Communications Major 
present at the Convention of the 
Americas in Miami, where de la Jara 
had a chance to interview many of 
America's top customs officials. "It 
was interesting to know how the cus-
toms work in each country," de la Jara 
said. '1learned a lot about the diffi-
culties that each country faces." 
De Ia Jara has a strong appeal for 
politics and international relations 
and has expressed interest in going 
into these fields. 
• e 
Andreia Bronstein is a senior 
graphics design major. Bronstein at-
tcrnded the Federal University of Rio 
de Janeiro in Brazil, for two years. 
On her way to classes each day, 
she would pass an art studio where 
students drew cartoons.Impressed by 
what the artists were doing, she asked 
the teacher in charge if she could join 
the team. Andrea and 15 other mem-
bers painted and drew over 3,800 pic-
tures for a nine-minute film 
titled, Gain Panan en origem 
da pupunheira. 
Gain Panan was based on 
an ancient Indian folklore 
about a tree. The film took the 
team a year and a half to 
make. All of the aspects of the 
film's production were done 
by the artists themselves, 
from drawing the pictures to 
making the sound effects. 
''1be best part was when we trav-
eled to different universities and gave 
workshops teaching how the movie 
is produeed and promoting the film," 
Bronstein said. 
Bronstein painted many of the ac-
etates for the film,· and she was also 
the voice of some of the characters. 
Whether you are a business, com-
munications or art major, expressing 
yourself is important for any career 
you choose -like these students. 
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Archives hold key to campus history 
By RYAN JUSICK 
Staff Writer 
Have you ever been curious how Lynn be-
came the institution that it is today? Or won-
dered who was responsible for the changes, and 
why they occurred? These questions and many 
more can be answered by visiting the new ar-
chives library. 
For the past 37 years, students have been 
attending college on the campus now known 
as Lynn University. Now it is possible to see 
how things were when it was Marymount Col~ 
lege and then the College of Boca Raton. 
"Last year, President Donald Ross decided 
it was time to gather all of the archives that have 
been accumulated over the years and make them 
easily accessible for everyone to view," said 
Katheleen Clunan, archive director. Because of 
the amount of material that ha8 built up, Presi-
dent Ross decided to hire Clunan, fonner li-
brary director, to organize the material for the 
library. 
Archival Photo 
This photo of the Student Center under construction is stored in the new archives library. 
Clunan started working on campus in 1963, 
one year after Marymount College was 
founded. She was the librarian there until the 
mid 1970s when she decided to leave. Shere-
turned in 1989 to become the library director 
for the College of Boca Raton and worked at 
the school until her retirement in 1998. 
chives director. Over the last few months, she 
has been retrieving historical documents which 





By SABINE MORET 
Special to The Pulse . 
Lynn held the dedication cer-
emony of the Eugene M. and Chris-
tine E. Lynn School of International 
Communications on Feb 12. Over 
200 guests, including benefactors, 
friends and faculty, attended the cer-
emony that began with cocktails on 
the second floor of the library. 
President Donald E. Ross gave an 
introductory speech honoring the 
Lynns, and Gordon and Mary Henke, 
major contributors to the new com-
munications facility. 
After Mrs. Ross, Mrs Lynn and 
Mrs. Henke cut the ribbon that sepa-
rated the second and 
third floor, a display of 
fireworks followed. 
While the honorary 
guests climbed the 
stairs to the third floor 
to tour the facility for 
the frrst time, LUTV 
students demonstrated 
the uses and capabili-
ties of the equipment. 
Clunan returned again to the campus this 
year where she now works part-time as the ar-
Mary Henke, Bryant Gumble, Mr. Lynn, Mrs. Ross, Dr. Ross and Mrs. 
Lynn participate in the ribbon cutting for the Communications wing. 
dedication." Much of the activity oc-
curred in the International Commu-
nications Center, known as the news-
room. Students 
staged a. live news-
cast demonstrating 
the essential job po-
sitions needed to 
produced a news-
cast. 
"I think the new facility is a great 
blessing," said International Commu-
nications student Abby Suazo. "I've 
learned so much already and I antici-
pate the opportunities that phase II 
will offer." 
Completion of the next phase in-
cludes the main studio, master con-
trol room, 3-D multimedia and 2-D 
graphic animation rooms. 
"Since we just 
opened this semester, 
there hasn't been a lot 
Both Henke 
and Christine Lynn 
joined anchor, 
Shelbie Lynn to 
read from the 
teleprompter, as the 
second anchor. Bryant Gumble 
After the tour, 
the guests proceeded to the Green 
Center for a dedication celebration 
dinner with distinguished guest 
Bryant Gumble. 
The dedication of the Eugene M. 
and Christine E. Lynn School of In-
ternational Communications served 
several purposes. First, it honored 
those who have made the Interna-
tional Communications facility exist. 
Second, it showed the benefactors 
how appreciative the university and 
students are, and third, it encouraged 
other members of the community to 
contribute funds which will enable 
the completion of the next phases. 
of time for us to get fa-
miliar with all the equipment," said 
junior .Shelbie Lynn. "We had a lot 
of preparing to do in order for the fa-
cility to run at full capacity for the 
' • • " 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ~ • .. • 
Now that all of these documents are in one 
place, she is currently organizing them into a 
library, so they won't be misplaced again. 
"In my search, I found documents and in-
formation that could answer almost any ques-
tion abo~t the school that any student may 
have," she said. 
She found yearbooks that date back 37 
years, still in mint condition, as well as news-
letters and infonnation, filled with facts about 
the school, faculty and students who have at-
tended throughout the years. 
Clunan also came across a photo of the frrst 
graduating class from Marymount College 
which consisted of 37 girls. Albums including 
photographs of the campus before they broke 
ground to the last building built, have also been 
recovered, showing people how the campus has 
developed into what it is today. 
Although the archives library has not yet 
been completed, students can visit Ounan. "I 
will be more than happy to show the historical 
documents that have currently been put to-
gether," she said. 
The archives library is located on the third 
floor of the library, and is open on Thesdays 
and Thursdays. 




Political Science major 
Involvements: 
FEATURE 
KOR President, Senate/SGA mem-
ber, Knights on the Run chairperson, 
S.A.I.L. participant. 
SGA Secretary, member of RHA, member of Senate, Novelty chair-
person, LSM chairperson, Yearbook staff. 
Dan Sullivan, 18, 
Political Science major 
Involvements: 
What can you bring to office? 
An awareness of student needs, an in-
terest in different people at school, 
good relations with faculty and ad-
ministration, a lot of new ideas, ability to work well other 
students, and a positive attitude about student activities. " I 
have been here since the beginning of the changes of the 
university and am familiar with how it runs." 
What is your platform? 
To help the school thrive, make campus life more positive, 
take student problems and issues and bring them into light, 
to speak out for the students. 
What can you bring to office? 
Experience interacting with diverse students and campus offices, 
history of involvement with SGA giving 
extensive knowledge of how things are run. 
"When I set my mind to something I get it 
done." 
What is your platform? 
To get the housing situation solved, more 
study abroad promotion (" if students have 
the opportunity they should take advantage 
because it broadens your horizons.") Increase 
spirit and attendance for athletic events and 
increase drug policy education. 
Heidi Dorffman, 19, 
Accounting major 
Involvements: 
Melanie Samson, 20 
International Relations major 
Involvements: 
Laura Murdock, 21 
Sports and Recreation major 
Involvements: 
Yearbook staff, Co-Chair SGAFinance 
Committee and Co-chair SGA Special 
Events Committee. 
SGA Promotions committe_e,. 
Hillel member. 
Chairperson of Promotions commit-
tee apd co-editor of yearbook. 
What can you bring to office? 
SGA/Senate member, Community 
Service committee. 
What can you 
bring to office? 
Integrity; enthusi-
asm and vision. 
"I want to have 
clearly defined 
goals to instill in 
our members the 
enthusiasm to 
make those goals a reality." 
What is your platform? 
"I firmly believe that the SGA 
needs new leadership to instill a 
confidence on the part of the 
student body." · 
Vice President 
Kari Gonska, 20, 
International Relations major 
What can you bring to of-
fice? 
Experience with 
treasury and budc 
geting money. 
"Being an ac-
counting major, I 
feel this office 
fits me well." 
What is your 
platform? 
To perform fund-raisers in order 
to promote student government. 
"I want to bring my experience 
with overseeing budge~s into 
student activities." 
What do you plan to bring to office? 
Experience. "With my involvement in different organizations, I 
can get a sense of student needs and how I can help them." 
Residence Hall Association Chairperson 
Mike Vigil, 20, 
Hospitality major 
What do you plan to bring to office? 
Good leadership skills and a fresh personality. 
"I plan to bring in ideas that haven't been explored before." 
Community Service Chairperson 
Arnall Seneviratne, 19, 
Hospitality major 
What do you plan to bring to office? 
Experience in organizing events. 
" I want to get more students involved in community service." 
Knowledge of how 
the school func-
tions and what it 
takes to improve 
certain aspects. 
"Because of my 
involvement I 
know what is 
lacking in pa¢ci-
pation and wh&t is needed to form a 
strong governm~nt." 
What is your platform? 
To motivate, assist with new ideas, 
make our government stronger and 
create a solid foundation for Lynn. 
Prestd~. over th~.: ·nur · G. d 
r ·dtnt~ 




minded attitude and 
personality and 
great listening 
skills. "I want to 
keep communica-
tion strong and 
growing." 
What is your platform? 
To increase productivity and member-
ship of Student Government as a 
whole, also increase awamess and 
publicity of events in committees. 
1 the studen oy 
ull omrnit 
all A soctation Chairperson: 
Prcsidl!s 0\'er all RHAme Lings. 
ecretar. 
Re. ponsihle or re~ording all tran action and prcpanng m.tn t s. 
Tt asur r: 
erve." as 'ef m.ancial officer and over. ee the Stu nt Ftna01.:c Co u it 
te hich alJocate fund. to cluh. and >rganw.tlions. 
Community Service C aifl»eT : 
romole conununity service a tivitte!l and kee ·track of all communit 
, l vic proJ onductcd by the entire campus. 
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March Students tend helping hands 
Elections 
By ALERO EDODO 
Vote in the Student Center! 
Staff Writer Community Service Committee. took part in the Knights on the Run, March 14, 
Holidays are a time fon:elebra- According to Seneviratne, the committee a fund-raising race for roller-bladers, runners 
Honors Convocation 
tion and rejoicing, but for those less and walkers. 
7 p.m. Auditorium 
Families Weekend Begins 
fortunate, it is sometimes not .so. Later, students worked with Aid 
ThatiswhyonEasterLynnstudents To Victims of Assault, helping bat-
will lend a helping hand in spon- tered women build a garden. 
Annual Greek Football 
Challenge & Alumni Barbe-
cue 
soring an Easter Egg Hunt for or- The Easter Egg Hunt will take 
phans. place on March 31. Lynn students 
This is only one of the charitable will make Easter eggs stuffed with 









Blizzard of Bucks 
5 p.m. Auditorium 
Movie Night 
sponsor. the l5aster Bunny entertains. 
In February, 20 students worked The Community Service Com-
with the Habitat for Humanity PrP- tnittee is a branch of SGA. Members 
gram in Boyton Beach. They helped meet weekly to discuss their com-
shingle a roof and wire the interior munity involvement. 
of a home under construction. YI'm trying to get students in-
"Because it was such a success v,olved, because it's a joint thing, and 
wehopetodoitnextsemester.'' ~d Dan Sullivan assists in building a home for the Habitat for lbelievealotofstudentshereatLynn 
Amali Seneviratne, chairman ofthe Humanity program. h, \'C a lot to give," Seneviratne said. 
What were your plans for Spring Break? 
Spring Break 99. Where did Lynn students go to celebrate the party of the year? 
6:30 p.m. Freiburger Bench 
SGA Carnival On The Lot 
Noon, Freiburger Parking Lot 
Knight Cafe 
7 p.m. ASSAF Building 




Soph l)t r• 
8 p.m. Christine Room Patio 
SGA Volleyball Tournament 
Noon, Freiburger Lawn 
RA Challenge 
Softball Field 
Does college equal alcohol? 
Beware·ofbinge drinking effects 
By KATIE ACTON 
eature Editor 
On college campuses, students 
are confronted with many challenges: 
tlealing with new-found freedom 
om parents, the need to conform, 
d the insecurities of a new social 
etting. Because of this, some stu-
ents feel the need to drink which 
an be dangerous since so many may 
inge. 
By definition, binge drinking is 
e consumption of five or more al-
•oholic beverages in a row on at least 
e occasion. It can contribute anum-
r of problems for students such as 
r academic performance, automo-
'le accidents and resulting fatalities, 
10lence and risky behavior like 
nprotected sex. 
...... 
According to the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention, the four 
leading injury-related causes of death 
among youths under the age of 20, 
are motor vehicle crashes, homicides, 
suicides and drowning. Drinking is 
involved in many of these deaths. 
At Lynn students of age are per-
mitted to ingest and possess alcohol 
on campus, responsibly. "Binge 
drinking can be a dangerous because 
everyone's tolerance for alcohol is 
different," sophomore Stuart Hender-
son said. "I don't consider drinking 
to be a bad thing, just as long as you 
are responsible for your own actions," 
According to the American Medi-
cal Association, 40 percent of Ameri-
can youth regularly drink at levels 
that impair mental judgement and 
Photo by STEPHANIE CARULLI 
Alcohol simulated car crash 
displayed during alcohol 
awarness week. 
physical performance, and one in five 
of those reported occasionally driv-
ing drunk. 
"Binge drinking is something I 
see a lot of college students get into 
their first couple of years away from 
home," junior David Gill said. "All 
we can hope for is tliat these kind of 
habits don't produce serious long-





~ ·ru r 
Tara Lynn 
Kiely 
k'> brc.tk I v.:em 
SGA candidates to run for office; 
forum for students to voice opinons 
It's election time again! Students 
will vote for next year's 
Student Government 
officers is March 25. 
Candidates running 
. for a position in SGA 
must go through an ap-
plication process be-
fore being placed on 
the ballot. Applications 
can be obtained in the 
SGAoffice and must be 
returned to the Student 
pleted the application process. Cam-
paigning in the forms of flyers, hand-
books, pictures and 
badges are permited. 
No candidate may 
spend more than $500 
per election per year. 
Government adviser l Jason Laudick 
with 50 endorsement 
signatures from stu- SGA President J 
Last but not least 
SGA is trying to create 
a forum with adminis-
tration and the student 
body. This would al-
low the yqites of the 
students to be heard. 
Topics ranging from 
dorm life for next year, 
billing and any others dents currently enrolled 
at Lynn. 
Candidates may advertise their 
campaign only after they have com-
that may arise. Look for posters list-
ing the date and time the forum will 
t&ke place. 
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EDITORIAL 
Cheers and Jeers 
The dormitory improvements made by 
the Residence Hall Association. 
Ice cream on Fridays. 
The amount of events put on by stu-
dent activities. 
The Residant Assistants. 
Women's soccer team-National Cham-
pions. 
Men's baseball team-Keep it up! 
The new third floor of the library. 
Computer labs in the dorms. 
Enforcement of the drug policy. 
The speed bumps. 
The hours for meals in the cafeteria. 
The overcrowded parking lot. 
Rats ip. Freiburger. 
The Statues. 
Lizzie in the hospital. 
Security staff not ticketing freshman. 
Sprinkler systems. 
Computer lab hours. 
Visitation Hours. 
The smell of the lakes. 
The lack of support at sporting events. 
Some campus experiences leave 
bad taste in students' mouths 
Students have raised some con-
cerns about the lack of "customer 
treatment" we receive. We pay 
thousands of dollars to attend this 
school and believe we should be 
treated as such. Two main issues 
come to light: the admissions policy 
and the treatment of students in the 
campus offices. 
If a school has a cut off point for 
the number of incoming students it 
accepts, it would make the school 
more prestigious because of a more 
strict admissions policy. By instilling 
this policy the overcrowding in 
residence halls and classrooms 
would be resolved. 
Students also reported the con-
stant receiving of bills for thousands 
of dollars after being told that an 
account has been paid in full. A lack 
of communication may be causing 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 
I am a student that goes to campus 
activities. People complain that there is 
nothing to do when there always is. The 
SGA does a great job of fmding events to 
keep the students busy. I have enjoyed the 
· coffee houses and the bands that they bring 
to our campus. These are some of the great 
events that they have, and yet not many 
people attend. 
For the lack of attendance, I believe it is 
the fault of The Pulse. Articles put in the 
paper have made those activities awful. The 
first jazz coffee house did have a good tUm 
out, and the people who were there were 
having a goOd time. Next time you send 
someone to write an article make sure that 
they are good at reviewing events. There 
were around 100 students at the Day by the 
such problems but it should not cause 
students nor office personnel to be 
rude. One bad apple doesn't mean we 
are all bad apples. 
The university wants us to recom-
mend this school to prospective stu-
dents and to graduate with a good . 
impression. Therefore, some things 
need to be improved. Since alumni are 
a portion of what makes a university 
continue to thrive, current practice§ do 
not seem like methods that could -· 
persuade us to donate money, time or 
even energy into this school once we 
leave. 
We have expressed these concerns 
to President Ross who assures us that 
steps are currently being taken to 
prevent future occurrences. "Without 
the students, we just have desks and 
chairs and we can all go home," Ross 
said. 
River concert and people were able to under-
stand the lyrics. For the next concert, send 
someone who has gone to a concert before. At 
concerts people do talk to each other and they 
can still hear the music. Maybe if you can find 
a better writer who actually goes to the events 
then the articles on activities will be a lot 
better, and a lot more positive. 
Todd Simmons, Junior 
Editor's Note: 
Reviews featured in The Pulse reflect only 
the opinion of the writer not the staff or 
advisers. The Pulse support1'campus activi-
ties and events coordinated l7y students. 
However, the newspaper also supports 
freedom of speech and the First Amendment 
giving the writers the ability to express their 
opinions. Ideally, these reviews will promote 
student expression. 
Lynn Univenity admits students of any race. color, gender, religion, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges., programs, Uld 
activities genc:rally accorded or made available to students at the school. Lynn University does not discriminate on the basis of race. color, 
JICIIder, Jdigion, na\i.OIIIII and etlmic oriJiD, dlaallllity or • ill JlllmlaillraliC of i1a coclualional polii:ie&. admission policies, scholar and 
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Living with two roommates 
can create li e experience 
With the hot topic being the tripling of 
rooms, I have decided to share my experi-
ence with having two 
roommates. At frrst, I 
was skeptical. I didn't 
think it would work. I 
was concerned about 
the lack of space and 
the lack of privacy. 
Some ask me, why 
live in a triple if you 
don't have. to? I saw Natalie Smith 
this as an o~ty 
to challenge myself. Editor in Chief 
Sure it can be difficult with three people, two 
closets, one bathroom, one TV, and one 
phone line. How do you make this work? 
'Through open communication, honesty and 
Tespect this can be a pleasant experience. 
Everyone is concerned about space. It is 
crucial to ensure that you are respecting the 
space of your roommates as well as ensuring 
that this respect is being reciprocated. 
Another concern is privacy. Everyone 
needs time alone at some time. It's hard 
finding that time. When I do find myself 
alone, I take full advantage and just enjoy the 
quiet. This generally has not been a concern 
though since it has been more fun knowing 
that I always have someone to talk to and 
become better friends with. 
College presents itself. as an overrall 
learning experience. Not only through 
classes and textbooks but more through the 
experiences we encounter and how we react 
to them. Living in a triple seems to be 
something that most students are dreading 
next year. I say look at this as positively as 
you can. Afterall, if you look for the worst in 
situations, you'll fmd it. However, if you look 
for the best, you'll find that instead. 
THE PULSE 
OF LYNN UNIVERSITY 
3601 North Military Trail 
Boca Raton, Florida 33431-5507 
(561) 994-0770 
Natalie Smith 
Editor in Chief 
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Nathan Murray Sports Editor 
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Staff Members: Floriana Acosta, Mike Bridges, 
Alero Edodo, Alexander Flipse, Danielle Hanoud, 
Hillary Hunter, Ryan Jusick, Giles Kilcoyne, 
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The Pulse welcomes Letters w the Editor from peop 
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and include a telephone number. They are subject to 
iring for grammar and condensing. Submit letters to S 
dent Activities. 
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teggae music captures another Grammy award 
~MICHAEL CAMPBELL 
~ecitil to Tlae Pulse · 
The National ~my of Recordi.QI Arts 
d Sciences held its 41st annual Grarnmy 
vards in Los Angeles on Feb. 24, 1999 and 
1ong its recipients were Sly Dunbar and 
1bbie Shakespeare for the album Friends 
lich was selected Best Regga;. Album. Sly 
d Robbie, as they are professiooally Q<>wn, 
~sessionmusiciansinJamaicaplaying90per­
llt of all reggae made on the iBla.nd. 
Other Reggae albwns nominated this year 
:re Buju Banton-Inna Heights {Vt Records), 
:enie Man-Many Moods of Moses (VP 
lCOrds), Sly and Robbie-Friends (EEG/East 
estRecords~rica), Toots and the }daytals-
:a Father {Artist Only Records) and Wailing 
ws- Psychedelic Souls (Pow Wow Records). 
Reggae originated in Jamaica in the -early 
sand has become an intel'll8tioDal music sur-
;ing in liCveral music charts worldwide. Cur-
lt1.y it is included in the weekly Billboard 
arts and recognized by the National Acad-
ty of Recording Arts and Sciences for 
mmny status. 
Jamaican Music has evolved through at least 
llf stages of develoJ)ment, starting off in the 
.d to late 50s as Bluebeat- an adaptation of 
nerican rhythm and blues, played Jamaican 
rle. A decade later it transitioned to a new 
tempo beat, synonymous with the Twist and 
came laiown as Ska. 
Ska incorporated a jazzy hom section in-
lenced by the Latin beat sounds coming from 
ighboring Cuba. This evolvement became 
pular in Europe and charted in the British 
'P Charts as early as 1964 when Jamaican 
male songstress, Millie Small, debuted at 
mber two on the charts with "My Boy Lolli-
p." This was later followed by other ska art-
like Desmond Decker charting with "Poor 
Me Israelite" and ''007" in the mid 60s and 
Jimmy Cliff- "Wonderful World Beautiful 
People." 
The late 60s brought a revolutionary change 
toward the lyrics. The new beat was slower, 
more seductive and mellow and was to become 
a medium of self-expression, globlU unifica-
tion and harmony. This was Rock Steady. 
By 1972 the music changed again. Now the 
emphasis was toward cultural, political and 
social issues affecting the oppressed and un-
derprivileged and became a platform of pro-
test, and a vehicle of cultural identity and spiri-
tual awareness that bonded the common man. 
This music became known as Reggae, and by 
mid to late 70s had penetrated tbe hearts of mu-
sic lovers worldwide. 
Bob Marley is responsible for taking the 
music to the rest of the world. Through his as-
soCiation and signing with Island Records in 
Lqn.don, his career as a Reggae artist, musi-
cian and songwriter established him as a mu-
sic icon, international artist and King of 
Reggae. Marley was born in February 1945 and 
died in 1981 at age 36. His last album, ug-
end, reinforced his position in the world of 
Reggae and apart from its multi-platinum sta-
tus from increasing sales after his death and its 
domination on the Billboard Top 200 Pop 
Charts in 1984, its record breaking achieve-
ments in the Billboard Top Pop Catalogue 
Charts leading to its No. 1 position on the charts 
in 1991, for over 60 weeks, gave Marley his 
place in the Rock and Roll Hail of Fame, where 
be was inducted in 1993. 
The commercialization of reggae music in 
the United States in commercials, movie 
soundtracks and TV programs like Sesame 
Street, Arthur, and Cops has helped the music 
cross over to new audiences. American artists 
like Eric Claptons' " I Shot the Sheriff' (writ-
ten by Bob Marley) and Stevie Wonder's" 
Boggie of a Reggae Woman" has contributed 
to the acceptance in this country. 
In 1984 the first Reggae Grariuny was 
awarded to Black Uhuru, a Jamaican trio for 
the albiun, Anthem, produced by Sly Dunbar 
and Robbie Shakespeare. Between 1984 and 
1997 there have been 10 Reggae Grammy win-
ners with three artists, Ziggy Marley, Shabba 
Ranks and Bunny Wailer, winning multiple 
Grammy Awards. The global appeal of this 
music is escalating as people identify with its 
message of one love, equal tights and justice. 
"In the next century the cultural diversity 
will be more important because today, technol-
ogy has replaced most of the entertainment 
fields," said Bill Lo an international satellite 
broadcast technologist from Taiwan." Like in 
niusic, computers try to manipulate the human 
factor of creation, but what we need is some-
thing more original and creative to stimulate 
people's imagination and reggae is one of the 
most distinctive that can promote this global 
cultural diversity." 
Oscar Survey Results Fashion 101: Spring Advice 
Simplicity is key for the season· 
Best Picturv 
48% Saving Private Ryan 
33% "ShaiiBtlpeantln Love* 
10% Ellzabelh 
1'% ure • Beautiful 
1% lbe 1btn Red Une 
BesiActlx 
73% ,. ...... (Sawing PrlvaiiRyan) 
10% "AooNiito ......... (Ufe .. BMullful)* 
n. ~d NaftDn (AIMr'lc8n HIIIIDry X) 
7% Nllllk ...... {Aflll:llan) 
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This spring fashion takes on an 
interesting new twist. Instead of 
tight, restricting clothing, expect 
maximum ease in new fashions. 
One important fashion lesson: 
fresh, simple, and ~cted looks 
combine with senSIIill~a-portez 
(ready-to-wear) c1oChiJia. Far 
example, knee-lenjtfl atirt hemJiDes 
can be spiced up with spO!llldic 
splash beading, eyelet lace, or eky 
layers. Pretty touches, such as 
embroidery, are beooming very 
important touches . 
Color and cut are the number 
one necessity for spring apparel. If 
you haven't heard (which I fmd 
virtually impossible to believe) pink 
is the spring color. If you think pink 
is not your color, you're wrong. 
There is a pink available for every 
skin tone. 
1be ,;:ut of an item is just as 
important as the color this spring. 
Expect liba:ating dresses often with 
a draping bias wt: 
AJtbougb ~htness and 
tDOVeJDCDt are Slg:nificant skin still 
· seems to be tbeaumber one 
acceiiOrY furhrth spring and 
summer eveoing wear. 
Fu•Mnhrity and function are 
eXIIalidyfuean:ingful for spring 
apparel and accessories. Clothing 
this spring will tend to reflect what 
women feel inside. Sheer items are 
cool, which is perfect for our 
Florida weather. Putting something 
sheer over an old tank top creates a 
new look. 
Functional clothes still prove to 
be more comfortable with the help 
of new person-made fabrics such as 
rip-stop silk, mesh and new nylon 
blends. You will start notic~ , 
unconfined drawstrings in virtually 
all spring wear as well as utility in 
both shirts and coats which offer 
new air vents. These combat-ready 
clothes are unrestrained and yet still 
sensual. 
Functional fashion will not lose 
. femininity. Dresses will be looser 
but will not appear shapeless. 
Sleek. streamlined clothes will . 
continue to flirt with femininity. 
Classic shapes will take on an 
interesting flirtatious new twist. 
Remember to keep your . 
wardrobe simple this spring. Start 
to focus on clean, simple, liberating 
looks. Give black a rest. 
If you have ever wanted to go 
for a new look. the spring of '99 is 
the time. Fashion is all about what 
you want it to be. 
So have fun with your clothing 
and give your wardrobe the proper .. 
update. . . . . 
•• ,.-,,y.·aa=- · 'WR 
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Rushmore is an academy with character. 
t is a pl!lCe where students take pride and 
onor in their activities and abilities. Max 
Fisher (Jason Schwartzman) is one of 
Rushmore's prime examples. His grades may 
not be academically "acceptable" but his 
devotion to the institution itself is noble and 
upright. If every school had its own Max 
Fisher, the world would be a better place. 
Director Wes Anderson has created a fine 
work of art. This adolescent angst movie 
takes a different approach to comedies as we 
know it. What Anderson already tried to 
achieve in previous movies (Bottle Rocket, 
96), he fmally accomplished this time. 
He has given us something to laugh about. 
Not the kind of laugh you can hear but the 
one you can feel deep down inside. Some-
times it even hurts a little while you are 
laughing. This has· to do with the fact that his 
characters are real. They have dreams, fears 
and perversions just 
like everyone. The 
only difference is, 
they are not afraid to 
· show them. 
This movie centers 
around Max Fisher. 
The kid who risks 
everything to come 
out victorious. 
During the 
development of the 
plot, our main 
character encounters 
several "adults" that 
seem mesmerized by 
Fisher's self-confi-
dence and affection 
Rushmore 
Max Fischer: Jason Schwartzman 
Mr. Blume: Bill Murray 
Miss Croas: Olivia WHiiams 
Dr. Guggenheim: Brian Cox 
Bert Fischer: Seymour Cassel 
Dirk Calloway: Mason Gamble 
Director: Wes Anderson 
Wrltera: Anderson and Owen Wilson 
Running time: 93 minutes 
Rating: A (language and brief nudity) 
ambitious self-
. proclaimed genius 
Fisher fall in love 
with the innocently 
charming frrst grade 
teacher Miss Cross 
(Olivia Williams). 
This sudden collision 
of interests leads to a 
bitter rivalry to the 
end with no winners. 
Through his experi-. 
ence both Fisher and 
Mr. Blume realize that 
life is just a play and 
it isn't over until the 
fat lady sings. 
towards what he believes in. Especially Mr. 
Blume (Bill Murray), a rich steel tycoon, can 
relate to our young friend, looking back at the 
days when he was a boy himself full of 
dreams and ideas. Unsurprisingly both the 
depressed man-child Mr. Blume and the 
Rushmore also 
took me back to the times where the future 
was now and the past was the past. Thanks to 
great performances "by Bill Murray and Jason 
Schwartzman it was easy for me to travel 
back in time and remember that I myself 
once had a Max Fisher living in me. The only 
thing I have to criticize about the picture is 
the fact that it will be difficult for many 
moviegoers to relate to the ch.aracters and the 
type of humor used. For many this movie will 
seem too disturbing 
based on the main 
characters 
behavior. It is 
sometimes easy 
to confuse a hero 
with a zero but then 
again, stupidity is a 
bliss. 
Fantastic Brazilian film!· 
Fred Le Blanc, Paul Sanchez, John Thomas and Rob Savoy make 
up the New Orleans band Cowboy Mouth. 
Cowboy Mo11:th band performs live 
in de Hoemle sports/cultural complex 
By MARK SULLIVAN 
Special to The Pulse 
Cowboy Mouth, a rock band, came to South 
Florida. No, not to Miami, but right here in Boca 
Raton, live at Lynn University. 
The concert was held on Saturday March 
20, at 8 p.m at the de Hoernle Sports and Cul-
tural Center. It was free to all students with Lynn 
identification, faculty and invited guests but 
closed to the public. 
The New Orleans based band has been play-
ing and touring together for seven years. They 
have released five albums, two on MCA record-
ing label. Their Jttcst is MettylaDcl. The band 
is made up of Fed LeBlanc-drums/vocals, Paul 
Sanchez-rhythm guitar/vocals, John Thomas 
Griffith-guitar/keyboards/vocals and Rob Sa-
voy-bass/vocals. 
The group has shared the stage with Bare 
Naked Ladies, Hootie and the Blowfish, and 
Better Than Ezra. Their songs "Why Ya Wanna 
Do Me," "Everyone Is Waiting" and "Watcha 
Gonna Do" have been popular in their concerts. 
The event was sponsored by the SGA Sen-
ate and radio station WLYN. "It is a great op-
portunity for students to see a great band who 
is not so big," said Raymond Jacomo, head disk 
jockey and assi$llnt manager of WLYN. 




I know most of you hate reading subtitles, 
something foreigners and film buff freaks like 
me just love to do. But if you truly want to 
see a great film- and you known that I don't 
give just any film three stars - then you better 
get your butt to the theater and watch Central 
Station. 
If you're tired of seeing dumb, plastic 
girls with plastic breasts playing the lead role, 
you' ll be glad to know that Dora is played by 
Fernanda Montenegro, a beautiful actress 
with hollow eyes, wrinkles, not to mention 
flat hair. She looks like a hUliJ.an being and 
she acts like one to. Her character is so 
wonderfully flawed; she drinks, curses, spip;, 
criticizes unfairly, and yet at the same time, 
has a lot of compassion in her heart for poor 
little Josue. 
The role is played by 10-year-old Vinicius 
de Oliveira. The boy was discovered by the 
director in an airport, shining shoes. Even 
though this film is his first flick, the young 
lad is very talented and comfortable in front 
of the camera. 
The movie portrays all the poverty that 
exists in Brazil without the false sentimental-
ity, It shows the audience that even though 
people may be poor they are still able to 
enjoy themselves with their right-wing-
hybrid-pagan-Christian-religious celebrations 
among other hobbies. Seriously, it was 
pleasant to see poor people not complaining 
so much about their situation but simply 
dealing with it like most of us deal with our 
everyday problems. 
This film should be required for all 
sociology and psychology majors because it 
)).as .a lot of 5Ubtext in~ide, such as the scene 
Central Station 
(Central do Brasil) 
Dora: Fernanda Montenegro 
Irene: Marilia Pera 
Josue: Vincius de Oliveira 
Ana: Soia Ura 
Director: Walter Salles. 
Writers: Joao Emanuel Carneiro and 
Marcos Bernstein. 
Running time: 115 minutes 
Based on an original idea by Salles. 
1/2 
where Dora obtains a nice amount of money 
and spends it all on a remote control big 
screen color TV. Scenes like that not only 
show some of the causes of poverty but the 
mentality that prevents people from abandon-
ing their economic state. 
The acting is perfect, the editing is 
superb, the scenery is overwhelming, the 
direction is marvelous ... The music is a tad 
boring at times and although the movie is a 
little slow during certain parts, those mo-
ments permit the viewer to relax and absorb 
all the information that comes from every 
scene without feeling overwhelmed. It is 
because of two little imperfections that I 
couldn't give it the maximum four stars, 
which I reserve for a 100 percent perfect 
movie. Nevertheless, this is the kind of film 
that !'shall remember always. 
SPORI'5 ' ' 
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warham to tum professional 
MLS and A -League _draft All-American soccer captain 
By NATHAN MURRAY 
Sports Editor 
has since paid off for the Vipers because 
Warham has decided to do just that. 
After being named All-American for two 
consecutive years and leading the Knight's soc-
drafted," Warham said after being invited to 
practice with the Tampa Bay Mutiny several 
times. "I knew the [Miami] Fusion and the 
Mutiny had some interest, so I was kind ofhop-
The MLS has salary restrictions for the ma-
jority of its contracts for rookies whereas the 
A-League does not. So Warham has opted to 
play in the A-League· for now with the Raliegh, 
NC Capitol Express who traded for Warham 
from Staten Island. "Raleigh has gone through 
some coaching staff changes-so the team is start-
ing fresh," Warham said. "I'm not entering a 
team that's already established so I have the 
chance to build a reputation right away." 
cer team to four NCAA playoff ap-
pearances, there was a good chance 
the Knight's captain Darren 
Warham would be seen by profes-
sional scouts and have the chance 
to tum pro. 
ing to stay in Florida." Other teams 
such as the Los Angeles Galaxy 
and the Dallas Burn expressed in-
terest to Warham's coaches as 
well. 
That chance came true when the 
Dallas Burn drafted Warham in the 
Major League Soccer draft held in 
Ft. Lauderdale, Feb 7. Being 
picked 12th in the second round Darren Warham 
But there is an added twist to 
Warham's professional options. 
Immediately after the MLS draft, 
the A~League, the United States' 
Division II of professional soccer, 
held its own draft and the Staten 
Island Vipers drafted Warham as and 24th overall in the draft, he now 
has the option to turn professional after serving 
as Lynn's star defender for four years. 
"I had an inkling that I was going to be 
well. The Vipers knew Warham was drafted 
earlier, but took a gamble anyway in case he 
decided not to play for the Burn. That gamble 
After playing awhile in the A-League, he is 
now considered a professional and entitled to 
professional benefits in the MLS that are usu-
ally withheld from first-year rookies. So if 
Warham opts to be traded to a MLS team in the 
future, they will be willing to raise Warham's 
previous salary and benefits. 
Warham lead the team to four playoff 
appearances. 
"There's always an opportunity to go back 
into the MLS and try to get a better deal," 
Warham said. "We'll just wait and see what 
happens." 
Softball 
• • Improves 1n 
second year 
Team sets season 
high records 
By MIKE PASSAFIUME 
Staff Writer 
Spring is here and that means it's 
time for the second season of LU 
softball to get underway. Lead by 
coach Lindy Binns and first year as-
sistant Amy Alderman the women 
are looking to improve on last year's 
record of 5-44. 
The Lady Knights come into the 
'99 season with a different attitude 
and approach to the diamond. With 
almost the entire oridinal team back 
from the inaugural season, the 
women are looking to set a firm foun-
dation in which the future ofLU soft-
ball can be proud of. "This year our 
goal is to improve on last year's 
record and to look at this season as a 
building block for the fu-
ture in the softball pro-
Photo courtesy of JEFF SCHALY 
Kristin Stanley attempts to make a double play 
. sophomore pitcher Tasha Mathis. 
As the season began, the team was 
said sophomore catcher Destini 
Robinson. Valerie Cardlinale and 
Mathis will lead the 
Knights on the pitch-
gram," said sophomore 
Annemarie Cardinale. 
This past fall the team 
had to endure a few 
changes for the upcoming 
season. The biggest 
It's good to see that all our 
hard work and dedication we 
put into the off-season is 
starting to pay off. 
ing mound. Last sea-
son Cardlinale re-
corded a l-21 record, 
while Mathis was 0-2 
before ending her sea-
son due to injury. 
The Lady Knights 
are currently 4-12 and 
are already poised to 
match the previous 
season's win total. 
change they had to adjust 
to was getting up at 6 a.m. 
on twice a week for pre-
season conditioning. "I 
don't like getting up at six the morn-
ing especially to workout, but if you 
have to sacrifice sleep for a success-
ful season, then I'm all for that," said 
Sophomore Tasha Mathis 
full of high hopes and expectations. 
"Even though our fmal record might 
not indicate it, I believe we're going 
to be a much be~r softball team," 
"It's good to see that all our hard 
work and dedication we put into 
the off-season is starting to pay off," 
.Mathia aid. 
Women ·seek championship 
Newcomers add air of excitement to team 
By KEVIN RYAN There is also a strong core of re-
Special to The Pulse turning players other than Tanto and 
The Lady Knights golf team is Skold. This group is lead by sopho-
ready to begin an already important more Collete Konicek who has 
season. Having been ranked third na- played in every tournament so far this 
tionally in the NCAA Div IT polls due year. Also returning are junior Pam 
to the team's play last semester, the Landquist, and sophomores Kelly 
women plan to compete for a national Casazza, Katie Cruise and Maria 
championship. Gutierrez. 
The team is lead this year by se- The leadership of Coach Cox is a 
niors Gioia valuable 
Tanto and tool for 
C a r i n the Lynn 
S k o 1 d. women. 
Tanto and I feel we have the ability This is his 
Skold have tO be COmpetitive in the sixth year 
b th as head 
n e:~ b e ~ National Championship. coach and 
one and he already 
two ranked Coach Gregg Cox has three 
players on national 
the squad titles to 
for the last 
two seasons. Head Coach Gregg Cox 
holds the two seniors in high regards. 
"Because of the experience we have 
in our seniors, I feel we have the abil-
ity to be competitive in the National 
Championships," said Cox. 
·Newcomers have added an air of 
excitement to the team as well. 
Freshman Freska Darlion has played 
in two tournaments this year, and is 
currently playing in the third position 
on the team. A recent newcomer is 
Svetlana Gounkina who is a transfer 
from Moscow University. She will 
be eligible to compete in the next 
tournament, and Coach Cox expects 
her to help the team greatly. Skold 
is also pleased with the addition of 
these two players. "Freska and 
Svetlana have a lot of potential to 
become great assests to the team," 
"Skold .aid.-
his credit. 
The Lady Knights won champion-
ships in 1995,%, and 97. Cox was 
disappointed that the team didn't 
make it to nationals last year, but he 
feels that this year's team can make 
up for that. His goal for this year is 
set high to take the championship, 
and nothing less. 
The team competes in" the Sun-
shine State Conference, which boasts 
the top three ranked teams in Divi-
sion IT. Rollins College is number 
one, while Florida Southern is sec-
ond above Lynn. Since the NCAA be-
gan sponsoring the. Division n and 
m National Championships, the win-
ner has come out of the Lady Knights 
region. 
"Florida Southern is consistent 
every year, while Rollins is a little 
mort ~e," SteM aiid. 
"But~-clefiurely~.-
SPO TS PRO SOCCER Dallas Burn drafts Darren Warham, former 
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Nathan Murray 
Sports Editor 
Where are the facilities? 
Lynn University is home to some of the 
fmest athletic programs in the country. The 
history and high reputation held by the 
athletic teams at Lynn is unparalleled by 
many small and large universities across the 
country. 
But by being a small institution such as 
Lynn, there are bound to be some draw-
backs. One element in Lynn's case is how 
the athletes are treated here. How can such 
successful teams win and continue to win 
without having the necessary facilities? 
For example, the women's soccer team 
are NCAA champions and have won the 
national title four out of the last seven years. 
Yet they don't even have a locker room. 
They have no pl~,tCe to store their equipment 
and to gather for pregame talks and strate-
gies. 
The women's tennis team are NCAA 
national champions as well, and have been 
for the past FIVE years straight. Yet they too 
still do not have any place to store their 
equipment and to gather before matches. 
As quoted by Lynn's 1999 athletic 
brochure, one of the university's "most 
prominent sports" has remained men's 
soccer. The men consistently place in the 
national final four, and surprisingly they 
rightfully have a locker/equipment room. 
But they won't for long. Due to the school 
admitting more students than it has capacity 
for, that room will be turned ~to dorm 
facilities. 
There are four locker room areas 
available in the DeHoemle gymnasium for 
the athletic teams to use. Men's and 
women's basketball primarily use two of 
those rooms for their seasons, which they 
are entitled to because their games are in the 
gym. But if any of the other teams need the 
space, they are entitled to use it during their 
spring or fall seasons 
Already, some key athletes on several 
teams, who will remain anonymous for 
obvious reasons, have voiced that after they 
have finished the year here at Lynn, they 
will be transferring to other schools due to 
the lack of facilities here. 
But wait, there's hope. Maybe since the 
school has decided to triple many of its 
finest scholarship athletes in their dorm 
rooms, some money will be saved to 
eventually build some 1eam rooms for the 
athletes •.• four years ftvrn.llOW. 
Basketball team loses in NCAA tournament, 
finishes strong in Sunshine State Conference 
By MIKE PASSAFIUME 
Staff Writer 
Going into the last week of the regular sea-
son it was dear what Coach Price's men had to 
do in order to make the South Regional Tourna-
ment. Beat St. Leo and Eckerd College and they 
were in, lose, and who knows what would hap-
pen. 
The Knights finished the season with a 22-4 
record and went 10-4 in the Sunshine State Con-
ference, good enough for the second seed in the 
conference tournament. Six days after winning 
in double-overtime against St.Leo, the Knights 
and the Monarchs would meet again one more 
time this season in the tournamen! pairings. 
Coac;h Price~s group began the game focused as 
they came out and quickly took the lead by 
double digits. By halftime the Knights increased 
their lead by 25 over the Monarchs, but instead 
of admitting defeat, St.Leo played the second half 
with determination. Lynn's lead slowly began to 
deteriorate to as little as seven, but that would 
be as close as it would get as the men would re-
gain control of the tempo of the game and take 
the win. "I told the guys before the game if we 
play our game, they won't be able to hang with 
us and that's exactly what we did," Co~h Price 
said. 
In front of a nationally televis~ audience, 
Lynn and Florida Southern were tied at 27 at the 
end of the frrst 20 minutes in the tournament fi-
nals. " This is a defensive struggle. Whoever 
plays the best defense in the second half will win 
this game," said guard Ben Connoly at halftime. 
Going back and fourth in the final minutes, the 
game would encounter a controversial call. With 
10 seconds remaining in the game and having 
control of the ball with the score tied, Kenny 
Anders initiated the offense. As the play devel-
oped, Charles Maina was whistled for an ille-
gal screen with five Seconds left. FSC re-
ceived two free throws as a result, making the 
frrst and missing the second. Kenny Anders' 
desperation shot at the buzzer was unanswered 
and the Knights lost 53-52. , 
After the heartbreak in Lakeland, the team 
refocused and traveled to the NCAA Division 
Kenny Anders initiates 
offense in a game 
against St.Leo College 




University in the first round and advanced to a 
rematch with Florida Southern. As the frrst ha,lf 
ended, Lynn maintained an eight point lead. Ari-
ticipating Southern to make adjustments to their 
zone defense, Lynn decided to switch defen-
sively to a man-to-man· defense. The Mocca-
sins took full advantage of the situation and again 
trimmed away at the halftime lead and ultimately 
II Regional Tournament in Memphis. The went on to beat Lynn for the fourth time this 
Knights were seeded third and defeated Payne year, knocking the Knights out ofpost season play. 
Potgieter leads golf during spring season 
Freshmen add experience, talent to young team 
By KEVIN RYAN Junior Wicus Potgieter lead the team with Joining the five that played in Pensacola are 
Special to The Pulse a 75-75-73 scorecard on the par 72 course, juniors Frank Abatino, Ricky Lee and Mark 
The men's golf team begins their season this shooting 223 total. Freshman Anthony Greco Richards, sophomore Johan Bark, and freshmen 
year with high expectatiops. A talented group of was next on the team with a 77-77-72 Jonathon Elie, Johan Markus and Pete Sirianni. 
freshmen has joined the squad with an already A major part of the improvement on the young 
experienced core of upperclassmen to become team has been the help of swing coach Adrian 
a force in the Sunshine State Conference. iS a young team With a Davies. Davies is a professional working with 
The team opened their spring season at the the squad at their home course, Polo Trace. 
Emerald Coast Classic in Pensacola, finishing of heart, and it Is only "Adrian has definitely made a big difference," 
seventh out of 15 competing teams. The team going to be better. said Potgieter. "He has helped everyone on 
played well for the majority of the 54-hole tour- the team." 
nament, if not for a rough final three holes, the WiCUS Potgieter The outlook for this year is constantly im-
team would have finished in fourth place. proving with the men's performance on the 
The squad that traveled to the tournament green, with a bid to the regional playoffs be-
was very young, with one junior and four fresh- coming a realistic possibility. The Knight's 
men on the five man traveling squad. "The guys scorecard and a 226 shot total. Christian chief rivals for the precious postseason bids are 
stepped up well, although the last three holes Skoglund, Mike Pugliese, and Kevin Samstag Kennesaw State, Clayton College, and Barry 
were disappointing," said Head Coach Eric roundedoutthesquad. 'Theteamplayedwell, · university. Potgieter is optimistic about this 
Abreu. "Althou,gh. tbjs is the first· time this but there is still room for improvement, " semester. "This is a young team with a lot of 
sc}loolyearthatl am happy with the team's play." P9tgieter said. heart, and it is only going to get better." 
'-
